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ll find indispensable forever after an apocalyptic global catastrophe.From celestial navigation to sharpening
blades, Ana Maria Spagna outlines 100 skills you’ regardless of the future brings. Filled with quirky
illustrations by Brian Cronin, this publication will provoke surprise, debate, and laughter since it network
marketing leads you to higher self-reliance and joy — She covers obvious needs like first aid and farming,
while also offering suggestions on developing a secure and culturally rich community through storytelling
and music producing.
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 Not many things to study from this book. but all will make you are feeling better & broaden your horizons
Wanted a little more sometimes with the abilities, but all will make you feel better & broaden your horizons.
.. Should have read reviews. "Collect seeds from along the roadside".Works as a start-your-thinking guide
however, not while a handbook. Basically it appears like they had taken a "fluffy" magazine "list piece",
employed a cartoonist to illustrate it, and switched it into a publication.Creatively written. I did so. Primer
for a post-industrial world No details, just the overview. Nevertheless, when it arrived, I was very
disappointed. Cute images, and it might be nice as an article, but definitely not worth the cost of a book.
TotalCrap This book is awful. Waste of money.. Skill 55: using tea bags or crazy berries for ink. Ana Maria
Spagna must find another vocation, maybe a trade. I felt duped. Fast Shipping, vendor was great. Good book
for little boys I go through this with my child pretty regularly. It's certainly more for children (no in-depth
guide). He loves it. Gives it to my kindergarten children to have fun with the drawings which are quite nice
Junk.HO HUM OK but not great, content could be handled with a list - not making it to the bookshelf. One
Star Don't waste your money.. Charmingly witty and a must-read for the finish of the . Five Stars Arrived in
new condition. Charmingly witty and a must-read for the end of the world--and any other pickle you might
find yourself in.. Will give it to my kindergarten children to have fun with the drawings that is quite nice. No
true substance here. Disappointed This "book" is truly a list of 100 things (one per page) with a paragraph
commenting on the perceived value of each listing. I was completely finished with this "publication" in
about four moments. Save your money in the event that you seek instruction. It isn't given here. Save your
valuable money for something useful Most useless book on "prepping" or preparing I've ever seen. Skill 69:
"sitting on the front porch". I cannot believe a publisher also considered this. Or think about likely to an
office source store and buying 4 dozen pens in a style you like? Skill 24: Daydreaming (boy that'll keep the
pantry complete). Skill 22: Conversing. And actually, next to each web page with a paragraph that clarifies
nothing usefull is a pleasant illustration that could or may not go with the topic, therefore the small book
may be 223 webpages but every other one is definitely an image, not information. Skill 76: Seed Collecting.
had large hopes because of this book since it was recommended by the Sierra Club I had high hopes for this
book because it was recommended by the Sierra Golf club. There is absolutely no info on how to perform it
or how to proceed. How about purchase packets of veggies you like to eat, getting open pollenated ones so
that you can save the seeds, and then store the seeds that you bought? This is not info on saving seeds from
open up pollinated vegetables you've grown in your backyard. grass? You're supposed to wander around
collecting any seed you will discover, to what? Go throw them out in your yard? You would like to grow
weeds? Does this say how exactly to store seeds? No. Skill 50: Home childbirth. "we can figure out how to
best bear children in the home". Why?
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